19 Maps that Tell a Story
Countries with a McDonalds
Where England has Invaded
The US if Population Were Evenly Distributed
Top Milk Consumers
The US Population by Light Intensity
Most Popular Sport Played

- Football
- Gaelic Football
- American Football
- Ice Hockey
- Basketball
- Baseball
- Cricket
- Rugby
- Table Tennis
- Kick Boxing
- Wrestling
- Skiing
- Archery
- No Information
How Google auto-complete describes each state

The United States Is...
How autocomplete describes the 50 states.

Methodology:
1) Type "Iowa is " (for example) into Yahoo and get autocomplete results.
2) Eliminate unwanted results (questions, state abbreviations.)
3) Put topmost satisfactory result on the map.
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Where Government Officials Accept Bribes
Coffee Consumed (kg per person per year)
Main Alcoholic Drink Consumed

Figure 2. Distribution of most consumed alcoholic beverages, in litres of pure alcohol, 2005.
Literal Translation of Chinese Names
Continents With Even Population Distribution
The World’s Population in 2000, by Latitude

(horizontal axis shows the sum of all population at each degree of latitude)

The World’s Population in 2000, by Longitude

(vertical axis shows the sum of all population at each degree of longitude)
THE WORLD’S POPULATION, CONCENTRATED

If the world’s 6.9 billion people lived in one city, how large would that city be if it were as dense as...

PARIS
127,950 square miles
331,356 square kilometers

SAN FRANCISCO
597,375 square miles
1,530,751 square kilometers

NEW YORK
250,605 square miles
646,544 square kilometers

LONDON
653,745 square miles
1,634,199 square kilometers

SINGAPORE
379,659 square miles
991,799 square kilometers

HOUSTON
7,607,085 square miles
4,550,910 square kilometers
There are more people living inside this circle than outside of it.
The Top 10 Busiest Air Travel Routes of 2012

Route: Millions of Passengers
1) Jeju - Seoul: 10.16
2) Sapporo - Tokyo: 8.21
3) Rio de Janeiro - Sao Paulo: 7.72
4) Beijing - Shanghai: 7.25
5) Melbourne - Sydney: 6.94
6) Osaka - Tokyo: 6.74
7) Fukuoka - Tokyo: 6.64
8) Hong Kong - Taipei: 5.51
9) Okinawa - Tokyo: 4.58
10) Cape Town - Johannesburg: 4.41